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Hunting Zones

























Revamped the Giant’s Cave hunting field zone to an area where characters of Lv100 or over are able

to hunt.

o Able to move by using gate keeper from the Town of Aden, and the details are as follows.

Area



Recommended

Level



Upper

Level



100 ~ 101



Lower

Level



100 ~ 102



Type



Note



Solo Hunting Some monsters evolve every 5 minutes (visual green pulse)

Field

Solo raid boss placement

Able to acquire the Giant’s Relic key with low probability by

Party

defeating Shaqrima Bathus

Hunting

When entering an arbitrary room by using the key, monster is

Field

spawned or Lesser Giant’s Relic is spawned with low probability



According to the updated character growth section, monster’s combat ability, respawn time, and

the amounts of rewards have been adjusted for the monsters located in the following hunting fields.

o Varka Silenos Barracks

o Ketra Orc Outpost

o Dragon Valley

For a smoother play of Baylor raid, the settings have been changed as follows

o Shorter Baylor entrance presentation time

Fixed an issue where characters sometimes fall under the landform at certain areas of the Frozen

Valley.

Fixed an issue where lines that do not belong to the scene are displayed during the battle with

Kechi.

Added Superion Fortress to the Town of Giran.

o Superion Fortress is divided into field hunting zone and world raid areas, and there is raid

boss Ramona inside the field hunting zone.

o When a character teleports to the Superion field area or Helios raid area, battle ability is

reduced due to a seal effect.

This seal effect can be invalidated by using the consumable items, Giant Stone and Crystal.

o Only 1 command channel of 70+ members or 120 max are able to teleport to world raid area

through Kekropus, and able to play Helios raid.

Added 3 types of Giant Raid Boss.

o Giant raid boss appears when HP decreases after Helios raid’s attack is processed for certain

level.

o Raid boss spawned per location is as follows, and Giant’s raid curse Debuff is applied to the

characters that have a 5-level Crack or more with each raid boss.

o Spawn maintained period of enhanced boss is 24 hours, and the Scout monster of Superion

appears near each spawn location once raid boss is defeated during the maintained period.

o Scout monsters of Superion appear continuously for 24 hours, and the original monster that

has been placed in that area will appear after 24 hours.
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Name



Level



Enhanced Harnak’s Wraith 92

Enhanced Core



97



Enhanced Mimir



102





































Appearing Locations

Harnak Underground Ruins 3rd floor

Cruma Tower B1 (floor)

Giant’s Cave



Fixed the issue with the passageway in Gainak that leads to Underground Gainak being

inaccessible.

Fixed the issue with teleporting to an abnormal zone when leaving Underground Gainak through

the Gatekeeper.

Increased the efficiency of Pre-Awakening Quests (Level 1-85)

o Players can reach Level 85 by completing tutorials and linked quests.

o Quest XP rewards have increased, while XP gained from hunting has decreased.

To prevent confusion while carrying out the main quest, notifications (scrolls) for certain quests

are not displayed before the Awakening (3rd Liberation).

o The notifications are displayed normally after completing the Awakening (3rd

Liberation).

Class transfer (Liberation) quests and some other quests now give Paulina’s Equipment set that

can be used for leveling.

Changed the way equipment that is needed for leveling is issued. Proofs and Steel Door Coins

are no longer given.

o Affected items are “Proof of Courage”, “Proof of Justice”, and “Steel Door Coins”.

o Proofs and Steel Door Coins in the inventory can still be used the same way as before

the update.

Items used to be given as rewards for Level 1 - 85 quests are now rewarded for Level 85+ quests.

Players can now additionally obtain “Paulina’s Equipment Set” once they complete the

Awakening or 3rd Liberation.

o “Paulina’s Equipment Set” is made up of weapons, armor, and accessories, and the set

expires after 30 days of use.

Added a new quest “Ten Days of Adventures” for Level 85 or higher characters.

o The quest is a daily quest and can be obtained from “Tulesir” in the Town of Aden.

o It can be undertaken up to 10 times, and an additional reward is given after the tenth

completion.

Improved the quests “The Minstrel's Song” and “The Hero's Journey”.

o Changed the training steps so that players can intuitively know which hunting ground is

suitable for their level.

o When players reach Levels 85 / 88 / 90 / 93 / 95 / 97, they can click the tutorial question

mark to start each quest.

Hunting grounds for Level 85 or higher have been changed as shown below.

Hunting Ground



Changes



Bloody Swampland &amp; Altar of Evil



Monster rewards - EXP/SP increased by 10%
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Fairy Settlement (Kimerian’s Forest)



Monster levels - Decreased by 1 level



Isle of Souls



Monster rewards - EXP/SP increased by 50%



Seal of Shilen



Monster rewards - EXP/SP increased by 50%



Added new daily quests and improved existing quests for Level 85 or higher hunting grounds.

Type



Quest



Level



Improved



Duty of the Survivor



85



New



To Calm the Flood



88



New



Dreaming of Peace



90



Improved



Uncover the Secret



93



Improved



Kicking Out

Unwelcome Guests



95



Description

The quest zone has expanded from Bloody

Swampland to Altar of Evil, and the quest steps and

rewards have improved.

A quest that can be obtained from a Fairy Citizen NPC

and carried out in Fairy Settlement

(Southern/Northern forest).

A quest that can be obtained from Nerupa and carried

out in Fairy Settlement (Kimerian’s Forest).

A quest carried out on the Isle of Souls. Its quest zone

has expanded, and the quest steps and rewards have

improved.

A quest carried out in the Seal of Shilen. The quest

steps and rewards have improved.



Added a new quest “Dimensional Crack - 30 Day Search Order” for Level 95 - 99 characters.

o Players can move to the Dimensional Crack Lobby through “Ruine” in the Town of Aden.

o The quest can be started through “Beloa” or “Defenders” in the Dimensional Crack Lobby.

o A daily quest for assisting character growth, which can be carried out up to 30 times.

o Players can gain additional rewards through the quest “Exploring the Dimensional – Sealing

the Dimension”, which can be carried out in tandem with the daily quest.

Modified Pavel Ruins and Archaic Laboratory.

o Changed both areas to party-type hunting grounds for Level 85 or higher characters.

o Farming areas where XP rewards are poor, but item rewards are good.

Fixed the issue with Kelbim sometimes attacking the PC while the animation is playing during Mystic

Tavern - Kelbim quest.

Fixed the issue with World Info - Raid Boss tab displaying the info of the deleted raid boss “Tiberias”.

Fixed the issue with incorrect names shown for the defenders deployed in the Dimensional Crack.

Fixed the issue with teleport not working depending on the character location inside the Giant’s

Relic Chamber in the lower level of Giant's Cave.

Changed the restrictions on Superion Fortress as shown below.

o Lifted the restrictions on Restart, My Teleport, Class Change, Summoning, Belief of the

Exalted

Players can now move to Superion without having to undertake the quest “Superion Appears”.

Fixed the issue with not being able to enter the Mystic Tavern instanced dungeon after talking with

Lailly in Underground Gainak.
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Fixed the issue with “Fury Kerberos Leger” in the Garden of Spirits hunting ground sometimes

moving to characters far away from it.

Fixed the issue with the character teleporting to an abnormal zone when the character enters

Superion Fortress from the rear.

Fixed the issue with players being able to use inner zone teleport functions in the outer zone of the

Garden of Spirits.

Added new raid boss monsters.

o Eight types of Lv. 101 raid bosses appear on the Isle of Prayer.

o Eight types of Lv. 103 raid bosses appear around the Garden of Spirits and Atelia Fortress.

Revised the Raid Battle Rules as follows.

o The Berserk skill of raid bosses can now be used 15 minutes after a battle starts, and has

become more powerful.

o When a raid boss is reset (not attacked for 10 minutes), its HP is restored to 100%.

o Some raid boss skills now inflict increasingly less damage as the number of targets receiving

damage increases.

o Command channel first looting rights are given for raid bosses cleared by command

channels.

o If the level difference between characters in a command channel is 10 or greater, the lower

level character does not gain XP/SP/RP.

o Changed the raid points given by some raid bosses in accordance with the revised Raid

Battle Rules.

Lowered the combat capacities of Lv. 100 or higher party-type monsters.

Defeating raid boss monsters under level 85 no longer gives Life Crystals.

o Life Crystals can be used in the same way as before Adventure Guild Member NPC.

o Adventurer Marks/Life Crystals will be deleted.

The Secret Gate at the Garden of Eva is now always open.

Adventurer Guild Manager NPC will no longer appear.

Added the hunting ground “Dimensional Rift” to aid the leveling of Level 100 or higher characters.

o Players can move to Dimensional Rift through “Ruine” in the Town of Aden.

o Dimensional Rift can be entered from Level 100.

o Added two quests for Dimensional Rift.

Quest



Level



Description



Dimension Researcher Rias is looking for a team

100-Day

of explorers who can help her investigate a

Subjugation 100 or higher

Dimensional Rift that appeared in the sealed

Operation

Catacomb of the Witch.

Makkum in

Only those who have sufficient Dimension

the

100 or higher Residues may reach the depth of the Dimensional

Dimension

Rift where the Makkum is likely to be.







Type



Starting Point

NPC



Daily



Lias

[Dimensional

Rift]



One-off



Lias

[Dimensional

Rift]



The 100-Day Subjugation Operation is a daily quest for assisting character leveling, which

can be carried out up to 100 times.

After carrying out 100-Day Subjugation Operation 100 times, players can gain additional

rewards through the one-off quest “Makkum in the Dimension”.
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Changed the conditions for obtaining and removing looting rights for field raid bosses as

shown below.

o Looting rights are given when at least 14 members of a command channel are near

the field raid boss.

o If the members are not attacked for a minute after the first time the looting rights

are given, the rights are removed.

o When looting rights are given or removed, players are now notified with a message

on screen.

Changed Desert Quarry from a small-party hunting ground to a solo-type hunting ground.

o All previously deployed monsters have been replaced with new monsters.

o Players have a chance of recovering some Mana each time they defeat a monster

that spawns in Desert Quarry.

Changed the settings of some monsters deployed in Beleth’s Magic Circle.

o Blow Archer no longer summons minions.

o Disorder Warrior no long summons Disorder Avatars.

o Decay Hannibal no longer uses Cancel Target skill.

o Decay Hannibal, Ailith Hunter, Klein Soldier, and Disorder Warrior no longer attacks

preemptively.

o Amos Soldiers, Amos Officers, and Amos Master no longer assist each other.

Lowered the combat capacities of some monsters deployed in the Embryo Command Post.

Lowered the combat capacities of some monsters deployed in Ashen Shadow instance.

Deleted the links for “Trade equipment” and “View the lord and tax information” options

from Mion who appears in Atelia Fortress.

Fixed the issue with not being able to clear the epic dungeon “Mystic Tavern - Tauti”

sometimes because the boss monster “Seal Archangel” does not die.



Faction System









A total of 6 factions have been added, and completing a faction quest can increase each faction

point grade.

o Detailed information and faction points per faction can be checked through faction menu of

the full menu.

o Faction points are applied per character.

Existing quests have been removed in accordance with the addition of the faction system, and

for the quests with modified contents, proceeding contents have been reset and relevant quest

items have been removed.



Faction



Quest



Retrieving the

Blackbird Chaos Fragment

Clan

Operation:



Required

Faction Level

Level

Basic: None

99+



99+



Description



Intermediate: Divided mission process according to Faction Level,

1+

and improved rewards.

Advanced: 2+

2+

Able to start when Blackbird Clan Faction Level 2+.
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Rescue

Basic: 2+



Commando

Rescue



99+



Vestige of the

Magic Power



99+



Kefensis’ Illusion



99+



Disparaging the

Phantoms



99+



Trials before the

Battle



99+



A Sick Ambition



99+



Disappeared

Race, New Fairy



100+



Quest than can be carried out in Hellbound, and

able to start through Sporcha NPC after completing

Intermediate:

‘Operation: Rescue’ quest.

3+

Basic: None

Intermediate: Divided mission process according to Faction Level,

1+

and improved rewards.

Advanced: 2+

4+

Able to start when Blackbird Clan Faction Level 4+.

Basic: 4+

Quest than can be carried out in Hellbound, and

Intermediate: able to start through Sporcha NPC.

5+

Quest that can be carried out in Hellbound, and able

6+

to start through Leona Blackbird NPC when Faction

Level 6+.

Able to start when Blackbird Clan Faction Level 6+,

6+

aftering completing Trial for the Battle quest.

Basic: None

Intermediate:

Divided mission process according to Faction Level,

1+

and improved rewards.

Advanced:

3+



Mother

Elven Botany

Tree

Guardian



100+



Quest that can be carried out in Enchanted Valley,

and able to start through Celestiel NPC.



Basic: 2+



Contamination

Containment



100+



The Mother Tree

Revival Project



100+



Giant

Shinedust

Tracker

Extraction

Unit



2+



100+



Intermediate: Quest that can be carried out in Enchanted Valley,

4+

and able to start through Irene NPC after

completing Elven Botany quest.

Advanced:

5+

Quest that can be carried out in Enchanted Valley,

6+

and able to start through Irene NPC.

Basic: None

Divided Faction Level 2+ mission process according

Intermediate:

to Faction Level, and improved rewards.

1+
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Advanced:

3+

Basic: 1+

Captive Demons



100+



Kamael Disarray



100+



Giant's Evolution



100+



Giant Evolution

Control



100+



Giant of the

Restoration

Room



100+



Quest that can be carried out in Giant’s Cave, and

Intermediate: able to start through Sthor NPC.

3+

Quest that can be carried out in Giant’s Cave, and

able to start through Krenaht NPC. Need to accept

2+

and complete quest Giant's Evolution in order to

complete this quest.

Quest that can be carried out in Giant’s Cave, and

2+

able to start through Retbach NPC.

Basic: 2+

Quest that can be carried out in Giant’s Cave, and

able to start through Krenaht NPC after completing

Intermediate:

Kamael Disarray quest.

5+

Basic: 0+

Intermediate:

Divided mission process according to Faction Level,

1+

and improved rewards.

Advanced :

3+

Basic: 2+



Giant’s Treasure



100+



To Weaken the

Giants



100+



Obtaining Ferin’s

Trust



100+



Unworldly

The Lost Garden

Visitors

of Spirits

Unbelievable

Sight

Memories of the

Wind



100+

100+



100+



Quest that can be carried out in Giant’s Cave, and

able to start through Krenaht NPC. Must be in a

Intermediate:

party to get Giant’s Relic Keys to drop.

4+

Quest that can be carried out in Giant’s Cave, and

6+

able to start through Krenaht NPC.

Basic: None

Intermediate: Divided mission process according to Faction Level,

1+

and improved rewards. Must kill Helios to get

Enhanced Mimir to spawn.

Advanced:

2+

Able to start when Unworldly Visitors Faction Level

1+

1+.

Able to start when Unworldly Visitors Faction Level

2+

2+.

Basic: 2+

Quest that can be carried out in Garden of Spirits,

and able to start through Master Cyphona NPC

Intermediate:

when Unworldly Visitors Faction Level 2+.

3+
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Energy of

Sadness and

Anger



100+



4+



Able to start when Unworldly Visitors Faction Level

4+.



Basic: 4+



Sayha's Energy



100+



Trials For

Adaptation



100+



Put the Queen of

Spirits to Sleep



100+



Quest that can be carried out in Garden of Spirits,

and able to start through Magister Belas NPC when

Intermediate:

Unworldly Visitors Faction Level 4+.

5+

Quest that can be carried out in Garden of Spirits,

6+

and able to start through Ferin NPC when Unworldly

Visitors Faction Level 6+.

Quest that can be carried out in Garden of Spirits,

6+

and able to start through Ferin NPC when Unworldly

Visitors Faction Level 6+.

Basic: None

Intermediate:

1+



Plans to Repair

the Stronghold



101+



Divided mission process according to Faction Level,

Advanced:

and improved rewards.

3+

Super

Advanced:

6+



Bloody Battle Seizing Supplies

Kingdom

Royal

Guards Sabotage the

Embryo Supplies



Bloody Battle Rescue the

Smiths



Building up

Strength



101+



2+



Quest that can be completed in Atelia Fortress, and

able to start through Elikia NPC when Kingdom

Royalty Guard Faction Level 2+.



Basic: 2+



101+



101+



101+



Intermediate: Quest that can be completed in Atelia Fortress, and

5+

able to start through Logart Van Dyke NPC after

completing Bloody Battle - Seizing Supplies quest.

Advanced:

8+

Quest that can be completed in Atelia Fortress, and

able to start through Hurak NPC after completing

3+

Bloody Battle - Seizing Supplies quest and when

Kingdom Royal Guards Faction Level 3+.

Basic: 3+

Intermediate: Quest that can be completed in Atelia Fortress, and

7+

able to start through Dinford NPC after completing

Bloody Battle - Rescuing the Smiths quest.

Advanced:

9+
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